This is a summary of the 250+ page thread on the misc forum. It will take you days to read this legendary thread on your own. Luckily for you, tinderseduction.com has concentrated over 8,500 individual posts into a concise, easy reference guide for improving your text game.

First and foremost, we must all thank sneakyninjapnts for all his exceptional work in building the thread into the behemoth it has become. His wizard-like crafted lines which make up the majority of this document have broken the harshest of HBB defences, provided many lol’s, pulled thousands of numbers, dates and more. But even more impressive is his desire to help Forever Aloners and others who flounder in the game of love, well at least lust. I tip my hat to you sneaky. Also thank you to the many other Tinder Seductionists on the misc, the great and not so great, who take the time to share their triumphs and failures for the entertainment and education of others.

Note: If you have terrible text game then please feel free to use these to guide and to supplement your game or for the occasional crutch. But please do not turn into a robot quoting these verbatim, you won’t develop your own game and as these get more popular you will get called out. The reason these lines work so well is because they are creative and unique. I urge you to get a feel for and develop your own persona. I guarantee that the more you let your own creative personality shine through, the more fun you’ll have and the better your long term results.

Enjoy;)
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TAGLINES (by Jake1224)

😊 to play it safe, but i’ve used
"i am more interesting than you can possibly imagine"
"this app is creepy and i love it"
"in for tinder shenanigans" (probably best)
"this one time I balled so hard I could not even find myself"
"WACKA" (srs)
"Wilmington, NC. personal trainer/nutritionist"

OPENERS

Please forgive me for not messaging you for ____ hours. I was texting all my friends a photo of you and asking them how I should start a conversation with a complete smokeshow.

Do you know how many times I’ve had to swipe left to find a cute girl like you.

I was hesitant to message you because of how pointy your elbows are. I caved in and messaged you because I’m trying to better myself and become less discriminating. So I’m willing to give you a shot, pointy elbows and all

Quite honestly you’re pretty much my exact type of girl. I don’t wanna waste time chit chatting, give me your number

Here’s your first wish, what are your other two?

Do you like porn?
Would you be interested in watching porn on my flat screen mirror?

By far the prettiest girl I’ve seen on Tinder

I would do fifty shades of bad things to you

If dog is in the picture:
Wow you’re fucking cute
And your human is alright too

Prettiest smile I’ve seen on Tinder

Which one are you I’m confused
The cute one or one of the other two

Are you from Japan?
Oh that’s too bad, cause I would have been all up in japanties;)

Love at first swipe
You don’t know how many times I’ve had to swipe left to find you

You: Do you have pet insurance?
Her: Why
You: Because you’re pussy is about to get smashed

I’ve had a crush on you for years

Sup tinderella

I just liked 4 or 5 girls and prayed you would be the one to like back first. Today’s a good day

Are you busy tonight at 2am?

Didn’t we go to different high schools together?

I know this profile’s fake but can I get the name of the model you used for your pics
Or
Listen this profile seems fake... lemme at least get the name of the model you used for the pics so I can *insert raindrop emoticons* later tonight
Then can follow up with
That’s exactly what a fake would say, I know you’re a big black dude
... I’m onto you Jamal
You’re too cute for tinder. So how about that models name

Quite honestly your pretty much my exactly my type of girl. I don’t wanna waste time chit chatting. Give me your number

I got pulled over by a cop while writing my initial message. He gave me the whole texting is dangerous speech and was about to give me a ticket. I showed him your picture and explained what Tinder was. He let me off with a warning and said I better get your number

So do you want me to hit you with a corny tinder pickup line or can we just skip all that weird shit?”

So it says you’re less than a mile away... I think destiny’s trying to say something.

Well tinder says we would make beautiful kids but I think maybe we should do dinner before we start working on the future models of America

You: are you a koala?

her: haha no why?

You: cause you’ve got all the koalafications

her: lol koalafications for what?

You: to be my FWB
I was hesitant to message you because of how pointy your elbows are. I caved in and messaged you because I’m trying to better myself and become less discriminating. So I’m willing to give you a shot, pointy elbows and all.

You’re everything I thought I never wanted in a girl.

You: Would you let me pet you? No homo
Her: What do you mean?
You: Oh sorry my mom took my phone and wrote that, she’s weird LOL
You: I still wanna pet you though.
Her: How?
You: Sexually
Her: Doing?
You: Petting the inside of your sugar walls with my dick

Sit on my face and I’ll eat my way to your heart.

I hope you’re down for an adventure. I found an old canoe in my parents garage last weekend that we can use to sail around the world. It’s got a couple holes in it but if we take turns bucketing the water out we should make it to the horn of Africa by the end of the month. What do you say

I spent all summer wrestling grizzly bears in the mountains of Canada specifically so I could handle that.

You remind me of my big toe.
… Cause one day soon I’m gonna bang you on my couch

If you say “squawks” backwards it sounds the same even though it’s not a linguistic palindrome

Then after her reply can follow up with
“It’s called an acoustic palindrome. I’m a professor of linguistic studies.
“I can get you speaking my language girl;)"

Jamal, why do you insist on taking pictures of brunette models you find online and making these fake tinder accounts? Seriously bro, I’m onto you

You remind me of medusa.
Her “hah Why’s that?”
You: Because every time I look into your eyes I get rock hard

We’re gonna look back at this app in 20 years and tell our kids our story.
Then can follow up later with.. But first we need to make our story, starting with your number

You see the bod, I know what you want and you know what I want. So send me them digits and we will turn this fantasy into reality.

Hey please don’t make this weird but I would eye fuck the shit out of you

You: Do you like apples?
Her: Yes
You: How about I take you home and fuck you. How like them apples?
Look sloot I’ve been mirin ur aesthetics from a far and my body is ready. Send me ur number and I’ll show u exactly what this sik kunt is about I’m fuarkin zeez brah

You: If you were a skittle you’d be a red on
Her: “Haha why would I be a red one?”
You: I like the red ones

You: Hey do you like pancakes?
Her: sure
You: how about ihop on that ass

I would get in the ring blindfolded with Mike Tyson in his prime right after he snorted a bunch of coke and go fifteen bare-knuckle rounds just for the chance to thank your parents personally for delivering such a heavenly blessed beauty into this world.

If there was a nuclear apocalypse where only Jessica Alba and I survived and we were tasked with repopulating the world I would rather kill myself than force myself to fornicate with her because I know that our offspring would look like leprosy stricken monstrosities compared to the potential ones that could be made with a heavenly blessed beauty like yourself.

Emily, with your bad ass in that blue jersey, I been thinking about us. You know. Our future. The kids. I feel like we never get alon time anymore. I mean billy is thirteen and you’re still reading him bedtime stories. I feel like we need a trip, somewhere where we can be alone. Maybe Manhattan. Tha’d be perfect. Leave the kids at your moths house (and you know Sara loves her cooking). We’ll get a room at the plaza hotel. One of those mater suites over looking Central Park. We’ll get room service. WE’ll dine on chocolate sufflet and then we’ll shower together. Your soft skin pressing against mine, both of us just looking longingly into each others eyes as we hold each other under the hot steam. And then, what we’ve been waiting for. A big bed, all to ourselves, with billy and Sara miles away. And when we make love, know that for these weeks that we’ve been fighting, that we haven’t so much as kissed here and there, that you’re the only one I’ve been thinking about. Weeks of tension between us will culminate into hours of passion. And then we will cuddle for hours before going out to a fancy seafood dinner at the seaport. We don’t even need to take the 6 train – we’ll get a horse and chariot. And after the jazz show at Lincoln center where we listen to the smooth and romantic music that we bonded over during college, we can take a walk on the seaport, where I will take you to the end of the dock and kiss you under the moonlight. Only to hurriedly escape with you to our suite, where we will make passionate love again and fall asleep in each others arms, this paradise seeming into our dreams.

Mid Conversation

If she asks where are you from:
I’m from Heaven technically, and so are you. I know angels when I see them

After a compliment:
You’re too nice, stop! I’m gonna feel bad being handsy on our first date now

This document was compiled by tinderseduction.com. Please return the favour by submitting your conversation captures for others to enjoy and learn from – we’re all gonna make it brah.
**If she asks how your day is going:**
Pretty good, got a message from this cute girl. I think she likes me
OR
I'll let you know in a little while. I'm talking to my Tinder crush at the moment and my day can go from good to fantastic depending on if she gives me her number or not

**If she is shit testing you:**
Her: There's the first three digits of my number. Tell me why I should give you more
You: I don't feel like putting in effort to play this game so I probably don't.
You: But you should just do it anyways

*Call her out and tell her she doesn't get your humor/is negative/has no adventure etc.*
*Then say:*
Maybe your responses were just one offs and I gotta dig deep down to find your fun side

Sounds like you want a beta who will kiss your ass and think his Christmas present is a date with you
I'm not that guy

**If she asks so who are you:**
Just a man who fell in like with your cheeks and your rack. Appreciate that for it's honesty.

**If she calls you out:**
You call me out on my shit. I like that.

Because deep down I have this unseen, creative momentum, exerting its will onto my every thought and action. It inhabits me, empowers me, slowly germinating the seeds of spontaneous thought. So to simply send the same message to every girl would be an act of total heinousness, a direct contradiction to my mind's constitution. Instead the prospect of crafting a new message for each girl leaves me tingling with excitement, as I'm now able to use this messaging service as a medium in which to liberate my latent need for self-expression.

**If she's being an ice queen/princess:**
Entitled and disgustingly sure of herself, surprisingly sexy
In the want to hate fuck kind of way

Please stop texting me, I only talk to girls who I find attractive, I never knew flirting was seen as disrespectful. Your princess syndrome makes me cringe

**If she questions why you're on Tinder:**
Her: Why are you on here?
You: I saw your picture and fell instantly
Because I don't differentiate between girls I meet on here or at school or something, if a girl is good for me I'll give it a shot
Her: What makes you think I'm good for you.
You: The harry potter one (talking about her photo). I don't know, I'm just willing to find out if you are, and we can't do that over tinder

**If she's being boring:**
You: Hey what's up
Her: Hey not much
You: That was quite the awe inspiring response, I’m completely intrigued please tell me more
Her: Haha as I sent that I thought wow that was terrible but I just saw it from last night and I’m at work
Her: I’m actually much more intriguing lol (trying to prove herself)

If that’s a cue for you to ask me you out to minigolf tonight you’ll have to do better than that

**Other:**
You: We’re totally doing bedroom acrobatics
Her: Haha nope:-p
*Reply for if she says no*
You: Ok fine you’re right let’s keep this strictly at a friends level
Her: Noo... I didn’t say that;)

You: So tell me, what a guy like me gotta do to get a girl like you
Her: Lol. Probably take her out to dinner and drinks
You: Hey lets go to the dog park sometime. Gimme your number
 (totally surprise and overpower her by saying something different)

How many expensive seafood dinners would it take for you to be my personal bedroom acrobat for many years to come.

You: I dont have sex on the first date
*Varied to the situation and made into a joke. you can tell easily from her response if shes disgusted or plays along (she wants the d)*

You get to go out on a date with me, so we’re both lucky today I guess

Lets bang out sometime.
*hang;)*

I have a feeling that you’re ok with trouble

You’re everything I thought I never wanted in a girl

Minigolf, a fancy Italian dinner, and bedroom acrobatics if I win the bet. Dates ready when you are

How tall are you *(perfect for getting her to start seeking validation)*
Then can follow up with
Since you’re only about 3 feet tall on your knees its irrelevant

The dreaded “One-Itis” otherwise known as the ailment of liking that “One Special Girl” and wanting her more than any other woman on earth. A want so intense that it’s actually painful.

I’m gonna love you Tinderly

At least I can get drunk texts while I work enough game to get your number ;)

Not so fast, I expect to be taken out to dinner before my FB relationship status changes
What can I do to wife this up

You: Knock knock
Her: Who’s there:
You: Lion
Her: Lion who
You: Lion in bed thinking of you;)

RECOVERY

If she’s doesn’t reply for a while:
SneakyNinja’s advice
If they don’t reply in a few days I just send them something hilarious and ridiculous and reboot the conversation:

Look here you beautiful broad I taped my phone to my face like four days ago and have been sitting in my parking lot where the reception is strongest waiting for you to message me back ever since, why are you playing games with my heart

Other:
Oh sorry my mom took my phone and wrote that, she’s weird LOL

You: Please respond
If she respond’s then can follow up with “Can’t drag me in with a body like that then leave me hanging, that’s cruel”
Or
I don’t really do that but I felt like this would be a missed opportunity
Or
Are you alright? Sup girl (or whatever) has never failed me before so I assume you must have gotten hurt or something

You: That line never fails. Did you get in a car crash or something? Hope you’re ok”
And if she replies with something boring like : “nope”
Reply with “Oh, I thought maybe the concussion damaged your personality but maybe you are just naturally boring as shit”
Or
You’re really not hot enough to get away with being this boring

You’re obviously too strong for my advances, goodbye sweet (insert name)

Acquiring Digits

Match made in Tinder heaven. Now give me your number and we can work out first date details.

Shut up and give me your number
You forgot your phone number in that last message

I’m pretty sure a phone number is made up of numbers, not letters

Let me get your number so I can get your number before you take me out

You: I need to ask you one question before I get your number.
Her: I don’t give up my number that easily, but what’s your question?
You: What’s your phone number?

Well the first step to me sweeping you off your feet is getting your number. Lets get this show on the road.

Let me get your number so we can make small talk while I plan that historical date

Let me get your phone number. I’d rather not have to spend two days talking to you on this app. It’s quite the leap of faith on your part but most things worth it are (great line that can be modified many ways)

Clever enough to get your phone number right away without having to spend two days talking to you first? It’s quite a leap of faith on your part but most things worth it are

Let me get your number so I can muster up the courage to ask you out on a date. We can continue small talk while I muster up the courage to ask you out on a date

If you ask for her number and she responds with something other than her number:
I think you forgot your phone number in that last message
Or
I’m pretty sure phone numbers consist of numbers not letters

TRANSMITION TO TEXT

So how many fancy seafood dinners would it take to make you my personal bedroom acrobat for years to come

I’m going to send you something dirty so you know it’s me
Ok?
Then text the words:
Something dirty;)

When texting for first time:
Hey it’s ____... looking for my tinderella, seen her?

I decided you’re gonna be the first (and probably only) girl I actually meet up with here
Grats
OBTAINING NUDES

If you can’t meet up....
Well I guess we’ll have to sext until another opportunity arises

Now send me your best picture, my tinderalla contract requires a photo
Sexiest* weird autocorrect

This wasn’t a line to a girl, but I lol’d and would be funny to send if a girl was hesitant to provide pics:
I send cawk pics to my fukkin mom sometimes don’t be a puss just do it